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Other than Jesus, the Biblical character he likes best is the lunatic who lived in the tombs and cut himself with
stones. Holden tells that his parents disagree on religion and none of his siblings attend church. Nobody'd
move. He remembers the time he saw her at a dance with a boy Holden thought was a show-off, but Jane
argued that the boy had an inferiority complex. Holden is clearly confused about where he lands between these
two opposing ends of the spectrum. However, only a few lines later, Holden also tells us that he feels guilty
and dirty when he has sexual fantasies. She is angry, but he still pays her, even though they argue over the
price. When a decision requires any degree of forethought, moreover, Holden cannot commit to it. Maurice
punches him in the stomach before leaving. And I'm standing on the edge of some crazy cliff. Share This
Story. They help save kids who are heading toward the edge of the cliff. Although Holden again takes no
actions to explore his fetishes, he clearly holds interest in certain socially divergent sexual practices. He does
need some company for the evening, though, so he looks through his address book. He can't enjoy the
roller-skating comedian, because all he does is envision the guy practicing. In Chapter 12, Salinger continues
to establish Holden's great dissatisfaction for those around him in this chapter. Antolini prevents him from
seeing any of the fatherly, caring motivations that Mr. Along the way, he becomes quite upset when he drops
and breaks the record he had bought for Phoebe. The idea of compartmentalizing his sexuality and divorcing it
from himself is so alluring primarily because that's what he's tried to achieve - though futilely. In a predictable
reaction to this uptight sexual culture, the younger generation rebelled and embraced sex, which later partially
motivated the sexual revolution. Holden argues with Maurice and threatens to call the cops, but Maurice says
that his parents would find out that he spent the night with a whore. Unfortunately, there are only three
numbers in it: Jane, a former teacher named Mr. He then tries to make a date with the lounge singer, an
attractive woman named Valencia. In Holden's opinion, that doesn't stop him from being a jerk. Get the right
clothes on or you're out of here! He says if a girl likes a guy, she'll say he has an inferiority complex, no matter
how much of a jerk he is, and if she doesn't like him, she'll say he's conceited, no matter how nice a person he
is. His fear of one day waking up a gay man reveals a deeper connection to homosexuality, or at the least
bisexuality.


